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T he historic Bridge Tavern at 55 Upper St John Street, Lichfield is currently undergoing a 

major re-development. It is planned for the premises to open on the 6th December as the 

Bitter-Suite Micropub. The Bridge Tavern last closed its doors as a pub in 1986 and has 

been used for various purposes in the intervening period, including being offices and a store 

building. 

There will be two rooms available for customers, with only the main bar room open under 

normal circumstances. The other room will be opened at busy times and will also be available 

as a bookable meeting or training space. The refurbishment includes a large cellar for a 

micropub, with a viewing window, and this will be used to gravity dispense up to five real 

ales. These will include a house beer, brewed in association with the Brewhouse & Kitchen, 

Lichfield. This exclusive beer is an IPA-style golden ale at 4.8%, which has been named 

Symphony by Bitter-Suite. It has tropical notes with a clean citrusy finish.  

Traditional ciders, quality soft drinks, wines, Prosecco and a small number of gins will be on 

offer in order to accommodate all customers’ tastes. A specially selected range of locally 

sourced savoury eggs, pork pies, filled rolls and bagged snacks will be available.  

Bitter-Suite have excellent knowledge and passion for their products and are keen to share 

this with their customers. Designed as a bar-less micropub, table service is provided creating 

a traditional experience not to be missed. Martin and Leon, along with their wives Denise and 

Claire, cordially invite you to pop in and see them on the opening evening, with the first 100 

customers being presented with a free gift as a thank you.  

Exciting New Micropub Opening in Lichfield 
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I t always bears repeating that CAMRA festivals such as Tamworth simply couldn’t happen 

without their volunteer staff, both the visible ones who man the event, and the less visible 

ones who do the planning and setup. It’s customary to arrange a beery day out as a means of 

saying ‘thank you’ to those that gave up their time to do this important work. And it also al-

lows us to ask that key question – rarely so politely expressed and often answered in the 

negative! – can the Beer Festival Organiser organise a drinking session in a brewery? 

Previous years’ trips have taken us as far afield as deepest Gloucestershire, Cheshire and 

even Snowdonia on one occasion. This year we decided to stay a little closer to home with a 

trip around five of our localish breweries. I can’t claim all the credit for this – our treasurer 

Eric suggested the concept, I just booked a bus and organised the stops! 

A breezy October Saturday morning found a gaggle of those that had worked at the beer fes-

tival lurking by the Assembly Rooms in Tamworth awaiting our conveyance for the day. 

While waiting we tried to establish what had actually been done to our beer festival’s former 

home in the 18 months it’s been closed. Other than the car park being dug up, and a couple of 

trees cut down, it doesn’t seem to be a fat lot … 

Anyhow, I digress – we set off, collected some folk in Atherstone and soon arrived at our 

first destination of the day, the Griffin near Shustoke. One of the most popular pubs in our 

branch area, its outbuildings were home to the original Church End brewery, and these same 

buildings are now home to the Freestyle Brewery. The brewer-cum-bar manager Oliver had 

kindly agreed to open up an hour early for us, so just after 11am a bus load of thirsty punters 

disturbed the peace and quiet of an empty bar, where we were greeted with roaring fires. 

With two Freestyle beers amongst the choices on the bar, it would have been rude not to par-

take – Shawbury Blonde at 4.2% and Black Magic Woman at 4.8% got the day off to a good 

start. Sarah Hughes Dark Ruby Mild proved a draw to some of the more hardcore members of 

the party. After an hour enjoying the beer and ambience of the Griffin, it was back on the bus 

for the short drive to Church End Brewery Tap. 

We had a pleasant duty to discharge there, presenting brewer Karl Graves with the award for 

the top LocAle of the festival, their Black IPA. The beer was excellent anyway, but we were 

extra impressed by their willingness to do something out of their normal comfort zone for us. 

Karl assured us they would be brewing it again, but in the meantime we made do with Goat’s 

Locale Thank You 

Above: Dave, Karl, Ian & Eric with the Locale Gold award; above right, editor Adam 
in concentration mode; right, Denise & Jane show where their true affection lies. 

Thanks to Joy 
for the pix! 
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Milk, another of their beers that had recently won some sort of minor award at a less prestig-

ious festival than Tamworth – someone thought it might have been down in London some-

where … 

It was soon time to get back on the bus for the even shorter hop to the Lord Nelson at An-

sley, home of Sperrin Brewery. As well as their normal range of Sperrin ales, brewer Warren 

had laid on a pin of their Beer-exit, a dangerously drinkable 6% IPA which certainly gave 

many of us a rosy glow. Just as well we had allowed time to eat here – many thanks to 

Treeve and staff for laying on an excellent buffet. Interestingly, Church End Boston Fat Boy, 

a 4.4% green-hopped beer was also available – which does beg the question why Church End 

seem to largely stick with their standard range at the Tap when they could be showcasing 

more of their specials … 

After our substantial lunch, we were on our way again, this time to-

ward Coventry and Byatts Brewhouse Bar – it’s very close to the 

Ricoh arena, and we arrived there not long after the Coventry City 

fans had left to go to the match. Fortunately, they’d left some beer for 

us – the standard range of Byatts beers were available, along with a 

special – West Coast Baby at 4.6%; to be honest, it wasn’t a particu-

larly inspiring beer given the promise of the name. It was a thoroughly  

enjoyable visit though, but it was soon time to leave for our last brew-

ery of the day – Twisted Barrel. 

Located in FarGo Village, on Far Gosford Street, just out of Cov-

entry city centre, this complex is dubbed Coventry’s Creative 
Quarter and is home to a number of independent businesses. 

Twisted Barrel had just moved to a larger premises in the com-

plex, which led to some debate amongst those who had been to 

the original venue as to which was better. The large industrial-

style Tap House, which also houses the brewery, easily swallowed 

up our party. 

The beers stoked up some similar debate, and there was a definite 

split in the group as to who liked the style of beer and the way it was served. All the beer is 

served from KeyKegs and was very cold, but there was certainly plenty of choice and about 

every style of beer was represented. My choices here were Sine Qua Non, a 4.5% IPA style 

beer, Naido, another IPA at 5%, and Oyster Stout, also at 5%. I was one of the ‘like’ camp 

here, although the beer was too cold to fully appreciate the flavours. 

From here we were headed back to Tamworth, but as we had to drop off in Atherstone, we 

took the opportunity for a quick visit to the Angel Ale House before heading back to Tam-

worth to finish off the day at the King’s Ditch.  

All in all an enjoyable day, without straying too far from home. Thanks again to all our staff, 

and we look forward to seeing you again next year – dates below! 

Ian Eason 

Locale Thank You cont. 

Next year’s Tamworth Beer Festival: 6th - 8th September 2018 

Once again we’re at the Masonic Rooms on Lichfield Street 
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Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE 
Tel (01827) 716166  Fax 713900 
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk 

Choice of two restaurants with a 
combined menu consisting of bar meals 

and a la carte cuisine. 

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at 
competitive rates, suitable for business 

people and families alike (two large 

family rooms available) 

Serving Sperrin ales as 
brewed at the Lord Nelson, 
Ansley, plus guest ales 

Food specials: 
Mondays: 
 

Tuesdays: 

Thursdays: 

Steak night, 8oz Frank 
Parker rump, £6.50 

Fish night, £6.50 

Roast night, £5.50 

Wednesday 
is Cask Night: 
Four pumps running, 
all at £2.20 pint 

The 
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S ynthetic designers drugs are in the news these days, largely due to ‘legal highs’ – chemi-

cally engineered compounds more properly known as ‘psychoactive substances’, with 

‘spice’ a particularly notorious one due to its high levels of toxicity and addictiveness. Part of 

the danger is that such substances are not tested for safety.  

However, we’ve heard little recently about a more benevolent development in the designer 

drug area: synthetic alcohol, or alcosynth to use the name fa-

voured by its chief proponent – Professor David Nutt, right, of 

Imperial College. The intent is that alcosynth would be a form of  

‘hangover-free’ alcohol, delivering the positive effects of booze 

but without the negative side effects. In particular your liver, kid-

neys and heart would remain pristine – or at least no more knack-

ered than they already are. The drug would deliver similar effects 

by targeting the same areas of the brain (‘receptors’) as alcohol. 

And interestingly, there’s also the possibility of an antidote – take 

a little white pill and the effects disappear. The antidote would essentially prevent the alco-

synth from diddling with your brain’s receptors. 

Does this sound wonderful? Or like some ghastly vision from Blade Runner or the pages of 

Brave New World? It’s certainly where the Prof thinks we are heading – he’s confident that 

alcosynth will replace regular alcohol by 2050. And if you can have test-tube babies, it seems 

entirely within the ability of science – or more correctly, neuropsychopharmacology – to 

have test tube booze. Indeed, the Prof is said to have already patented around 90 variants of 

alcosynth, and to be in the process of testing some of these. It’s basically a high-tech mixer – 

chuck it in with your favourite flavourings, and voilà, alcosynth cocktail coming up. Beer 

might be a different matter of course, as the richness and body of a beer 

come largely from the malts, but without the fermentation they’d be hor-

ribly sweet. One option might be the slightly roundabout one of making 

no-alcohol beer and then doctoring it with alcosynth. They’ve come a 

long way with no-alcohol beers (so they tell me) but it’s hard to imagine 

it making a drink with the same satisfaction level as the real thing. But 

there again, if you’re a Scot living with the misery of a 50mg drink-

driving limit, you’d probably welcome it: have your night out and then 

pop the little white pill before getting behind the wheel. 

Don’t expect to see alcosynth coming to a bar near you any time soon. For one, pharmaceuti-

cal testing is a notoriously long and expensive process, particularly for substances such as 

these which may have as-yet-unknown long term health issues. They may also fall foul of 

recent legislation banning psychoactive substances, although it is thought that leaving the EU 

may make this easier to address once the UK is no longer compelled to follow European 

Health and Safety laws. And it’s easy to see how the driving-after-alcosynth aspect could be 

a quagmire – how do you test for it, and for its successful neutralisation? 

Still, you’ve got to give Prof Nutt full credit for his work here; he’s a big critic of alcohol, but 

at least he’s working on some sort of solution rather than just calling for a straight ban. That 

said, let’s hope he does indeed leave us at least 33 years more enjoyment of the real thing – 

and if you’re young and opening a new brewery, maybe don’t treat it as your pension pot! 

33 Years To Go? 
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NORTH WARWICKSHIRE 

Good news from Newton Regis, where Warwickshire’s most northerly pub, the Queen’s 

Head, reopened on 1st November. Mike and Georgina are the new hosts, and will be offering 

two regular and one changing real ale. They also intend adding a real cider. Opening hours are 

12-11 Monday to Thursday, 12-12 Friday & Saturday, and 12-11.30 on Sundays. 

Full marks to the Lord Hop in Nuneaton which offered the ultra-challenging Elgoods Cool-
ship Dark, a beer in the lambic style. Intentionally sour, this six percent-er was, to say the 

least, interesting! Reasonably fruity, it was nevertheless overlaid with a sharp, acidic tartness. 

Not for the faint hearted, but definitely worth trying, especially for fans of Belgian lambics. 

The Mango Sour, also by Elgoods, apparently offered a more balanced flavour! 

The Crown in Nuneaton is still offering its amazing £2 a pint deal on a good choice of real 

ales. They’ll even continue this into their Christmas beer festival, this year happening from 8th 

to 10th December. 

By the time you read this, the Longshoot on the Watling Street near Nuneaton should have re-

opened after a major refurbishment. 

The Hearty Goodfellow in Stockingford has been bought by NewRiver Retail, who have put 

in a temporary manager. No real ale at present, but this may change with new tenants.  

New tenant Sue Thornton at the nearby Hare and Hounds has come up with a novel way to 

boost community ties, by running a popular mother and toddler group on Tuesday and 

Wednesday mornings. There’s also live music Friday and Saturday nights, and Sunday lunch 

time. Expect Greene King Abbot Ale and a rotating guest. 

The Attleborough Arms has a new manager, Paul Hunter-Finn. The regular beers are 

Banks’s Amber Ale and Marston’s Pedigree; three rotating guests are also on the bar.  

The Blue Boar in Mancetter now has a fourth hand pump in operation. The plan is to feature 

two Sperrin brews regularly – Band of Brothers and Third Party – plus two changing guests. 

One of the guests will be a recognisably well-known brand such as Pedigree or Bass, since 

many drinkers like real ale but aren’t keen on beers they’ve not heard of. Prices are good any-

way, but particularly on Wednesday evenings when all real ales are a bargain £2.20 per pint. 

The White Horse in Atherstone re-opened at the end of October, following a through refur-

bishment which has added an extension to the rear for dining – as well as an external colour 

scheme which is now largely blue rather than white! The refurbishment has been well done, 

and whilst not destroying the character of the pub, has left it decidedly more comfortable. 

Grade II listed, the pub features an original etched Phillips & Marriotts window from the long-

gone Coventry brewery. Now owned by Steamin’ Billy, three of the ales are from Steamin’ 

Billy (in reality brewed by Belvoir) plus there is a changing guest. 

Also benefiting from a refurbishment is the King’s Head by the canal, which re-opened in 

early November. No dramatic changes, the most noticeable thing being the remodelling of the 

entrance doorway, creating a darts area complete with a photographic mural of Atherstone. 

Marie and Shayne remain at the helm. Bass is the regular brew, joined by Hobgoblin Gold and 

St Austell Tribute; the latter two are likely to change slowly over time. The ales are served in 

tall branded glasses – it’s now harder to see who’s on ale and who’s on lager! 

Adam Hunt at the Plough in Shustoke is doing some trial brews on his pilot plant before em-

Tipple Tattle 
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barking on full-scale brewing in his new, sizable brewery. The second such beer, No Treble at 

4.5%, was a beautifully dry, spicy brown beer, with plenty of hop bite. It was served unfil-

tered, which may in the longer term be relying too much on informed drinkers who don’t mind 

hazy beers. Meanwhile the guest choices in the pub remain interesting, with recent selections 

from Weetwood, Freestyle and St Peters, with upcoming ales from Slaters and Salopian. 

The Green Man in Coleshill is also keeping up a steady flow of guests; in recent visits, we’ve 

seen St Austell Proper Job, Adnams Regatta and Holden’s Golden Glow. 

Ted’s Tipple, the second Whitacre Brewing beer, is intermittently available at the Dog Inn in 

Nether Whitacre; the site-brewed beers disappear so quickly that you need some luck to catch 

them! Ted’s Tipple is said to be pale and citrussy in character.  

STAFFORDSHIRE 

The Phoenix in Tamworth now has eight hand pulls, and as part of this upgrade they’re offer-

ing a real cider. The plan is to offer up to seven ales depending on the time of the week, with 

CAMRA members enjoying a 10% discount. Pedigree is the only regular, and among the re-

cent guests was Titanic Chocolate & Vanilla Stout and Backyard Centennial IPA. 

After nearly nine years as the licensee, Ross Fellows left the George & Dragon in Lichfield 

(and the trade) at the end of October. Over that time Ross ran the pub to an exceptional stan-

dard, and managed to keep the mainly Marston’s portfolio ales in excellent condition. Over 

that time, he increased the offering to eight selections on hand pull. A warm welcome was 

always assured to locals and visitors alike either in the bar or separate cosy lounge. In the past 

the pub has been a regular entry in the Good Beer Guide including the 2017 edition. New li-

censee Dan is keen to continue the good work and has very sensibly kept everything as it was. 

WEST MIDLANDS 

You shouldn’t really need an excuse to visit the magnificent Bartons Arms in Birmingham, 

but if you do, then the West Midlands CAMRA Awards ceremony should amply fit the bill! 

It takes place on Saturday 30th December in the large upstairs function room of this fabulous 

Victorian gem of a pub; the pub opens its doors at 11am, with the event itself starting around 

1pm. The event is primarily about beer awards, with an opportunity to meet star brewers 

from across the region, but also includes pub, club and cider-pub awards. 

The hand pulls in the Sutton Tap in Sutton town centre have proven short-lived, as they’ve 

been removed. The stated reason was lack of demand, not surprising really given that – de-

spite being free of tie – the place offered quite mainstream brews such as Bombardier and 

Greene King ‘IPA’. 

We welcome a new gaffer at the Fox & Dogs in Four Oaks. Matt, previously head barman at 

the nearby Crown, was greeted in his first job as pub manager by a central heating failure 

which took some weeks to sort. Things can only get better, and we wish him all success! 

Kelly and Mike of the Duke in Sutton invite you to help them celebrate two years in charge 

with a party night on the 9th December. They’re also planning to up their offerings by having 

a different guest ale every two weeks to tempt new customers. And following on from the 

successful beer festival they held this year, they’re looking at putting on two in 2018! 

• Thanks to contributors John W, Adam R, John R, Eric R, Dave B, Bill H, Richard S 

Tipple Tattle cont. 
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T here seems to be a Beer Sod’s Law in operation, which says that the towns with the best 

real ale selections are those which are hardest to reach with public transport. And while all 

generalisations are wrong, this principle certainly applies in the case of Leek, tucked away at the 

top of Staffordshire. Still, the car and a nice little B&B will suffice … 

Some indication of the quality of Leek’s beer scene is that despite having a quarter of the popu-

lation of Tamworth, the Good Beer Guide 2018 has four Leek entries compared to Tamworth’s 

three. And given that there’s no smoke without fire, a careful look at Leek’s WhatPub entries 

reveals that there’s at least a dozen places which would repay further scrutiny. 

It’s my first visit to the Blue Mugge, sign right, a small-looking pub 

hidden away in an area of terraced streets. And what a fabulous place, 
unexpectedly large inside, with an unusual island bar serving the sur-

rounding rooms. The bar top is unsullied by hand pulls or keg taps, as 

these are all located on the central column in the middle of the island 

bar. And best of all is that big rarity, a functional out-door room where 

you can get served without entering any of the bar rooms. Though it’s 

unlikely that anyone would be sending out for jugs of beer with their 

dinner; even just after noon, the place is packed with locals getting stuck into superbly good 

value food. The beer’s cheap enough too; four ales, with the Black Sheep Rye Mild showing a 

good spicy dryness, and Salopian Darwins Origin providing a nice fragrant counterpoint. 

Almost reluctantly, it’s time to set off for the GBG Fountain. No reluctance is justified of 

course, as it’s the current Staffordshire Pub of the Year. It’s another cosy backstreet pub, 

warmly lit and with an excellent coal fire providing the centrepiece. Eight real ales, all good 

choices, and almost all at £3. I go dark with the Front Row Number 8 and a Falstaff Dark Side. 

I’m not a fan of overly malty beers, but the Falstaff pulls it off, with the full sweetness offset by 

a toffee-ish dryness. 

On the Market Place is the Beer Dock, opened in May 2017. It’s 

the best sort of off-licence, that is, one with an on-licence, so you 

can also drink in the place. There are a number of chunky wooden 

seats, but with plenty of cushions for bony backsides. Two cask 

ales – Stonehouse Zaffir and Wincle Burke’s Special on this occa-
sion – plus eight keg taps. The Crafty Devil Rock’n’Roll Star is a 

nicely rounded American Pale Ale, and served relatively murky, 

so I’m assuming it’s ‘real’ KeyKeg. The two rooms of the place 

also offer an extensive range of bottles, with many unfamiliar choices, but time is pressing on. 

The Spout Brew House & Bottle Lab is a little offbeat, with four KeyKeg beers available, plus 

a selection of creamy, gorg-a-licious looking cakes, which surely don’t go with the beer. If 

pushed, you could match them with the coffee offerings. There’s about a hundred bottled beers 

as well, at the specialist end of the market. I go for a KeyKeg beer, the excellent 5.4% Magic 

Rock Common Grounds coffee porter, though at £5.20 a pint – ouch! – I restrict myself to a 

third. 

By this time the GBG Earl Grey is open, so I pop back across town. You’d be right to expect a 

lot of the West Midlands Pub of the Year for 2016, and the place certainly delivers. It’s a classic 

street-corner boozer, small but cosy. Formerly a Marston’s pub, it sits among the old industrial 

buildings dating from the town’s time as a textile and silk centre, and it’s just the sort of place 

Leek Peek 
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(pictured right) which you can imagine the mill workers of old 

frequenting. Five well-chosen ales, with a house beer by Whim. 

I go for Moor So’Hop and Redemption Fellowship, both in 

good nick. It’s a friendly little place, the sort of community 

boozer that you’d like on your doorstep. 

It’s a short stroll then to Benks, a plain-looking but comfortable 

pub, run by a very welcoming couple. The attentive landlord is 

keen to show me his well, but I admire also the original Union 

Inn window, etched with bevelled lettering. There’s Bass, but I go for Kelham Island Wicked 
Liquid and Beartown Kodiak Gold. 

On the food front, I’ve been saving myself up for a visit to the Napoli. This is surely the first 

time I’ve been to an Italian restaurant which also serves cask ale, and they’re both humdingers: 

Whim Arbor Light and the gorgeous Whim Superlupulo. I’ve plonked myself at a table with a 

view of the charcoal-glowing pizza oven plus the associated theatre of rolling, stretching and 

spinning the dough. The food is first class (around £20 for two courses) and I promise myself a 

return visit next time I’m in town. 

A gentle wander to the Titanic-owned GBG Roebuck doesn’t burn many 

calories, but I’m ready for a liquid dessert by then. It’s a lovely old tim-

bered pub, left, and it’s impressively full on quiz night, with seemingly 

everybody heads down and scribbling away. So, as it’s apparently down 

to me to do the actual drinking, I go for Titanic Plum Porter and Raw JR 
Best Bitter. Both are up to scratch, but the quiz is a bit intrusive, so it 

doesn’t take me long to quaff them and nip across the road to the Joule’s-

owned Cock Inn. It’s got a superb interior with posh pale wood panel-

ling, and as everybody else seems to be quizzing it across the road, I can 

nab a comfortable armchair near to the superb, gently crackling log fire. 

Thankfully there are guests, and I enjoy a Beartown Polar Eclipse. 

Another first-time visit then, to the Cobblers, a simple side-street pub nearby, friendly and cosy. 

Six beers on the bar, including offerings from Thornbridge and Falstaff, but I let Salopian Voo-
doo work its magic. Another place to add to the try-again list. 

Den Engel is compulsory on a visit to Leek. Known for its Belgian beers, there are plenty of 

shiny taps, including chrome-plated hand pulls. The two beers I go for are dazzling too; Tiny 

Rebel Juicy has its usual over-the-top tropical fruitiness, while Northern Whisper Oppenchops is  

far more balanced, golden with a good bitterness and nice orangey edges. 

Final visit has to be to the last of the GBG pubs, the classic Wilkes Head. 

No-one seems to know why the cross-eyed former MP John Wilkes (sign 

right) has the pub named after him, as he has no obvious connection with 

Leek or Staffordshire. Still, when there are some interesting beers on the 

bar, let’s research those instead. Two Ashover offerings catch my eye. The 

Milk Stout is excellent, chocolaty with plenty of lactic notes, while the Red 
Lion is equally good, ruby-red with a dry herbal taste like a rye beer.  

I reflect on a splendid visit. While the GBG entries motivated it, the non-GBG pubs and bars 

proved, without exception, highly enjoyable. So the moral, if there’s one to be had, is that you 

should let the GBG be your guide, but also have a good look at WhatPub! 

Leek Peek cont. 
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Recognition for local businesses 

The branch has had its share of success during 2017, with the Lord Hop being awarded both 

Warwickshire Pub of the Year and Cider Pub of the Year, and Church End Brewery receiv-

ing the highest accolade possible from the Great British Beer Festival – Champion Beer of 

Britain 2017 for Goats Milk. So, in keeping with the overall local successes, Nuneaton & 

Bedworth CAMRA have created a list of Special Awards recognising specific contributions 

to the community. More about these in the next issue. 

Summertime Fun? – Nuneaton & Bedworth Pub Surveys 

Over the summer months, members of the branch have taken advantage of the extra daylight 

hours and conducted surveys on many of the pubs in the branch area. Initially concentrating 

on the town centre venues and then moving to the more rural areas of Bulkington, Wolvey, 

Whitestone, Fillongley, Ansley, Chapel End, Weddington and Whitestone. 

It was also an opportunity to take a longer look at our Good Beer Guide entries, most of 

which were up to the standard that CAMRA expects, but there were also some ‘opportunities 

for improvement’ – time for everybody to pull their socks up if they’re hoping to make it into 

the next GBG! By way of a reminder, the branch take into account the beer scores submitted 

through WhatPub.com when drawing up the contenders for the Good Beer Guide. So we 

really want to see those beer scores. 

Further Afield … 

November 4th saw the grand opening of The Barn at Willey, occupy-

ing the former premises of the Wood Farm Brewery. Thomas O’Neill 

(of Nuneaton’s Blue Bear) and his partner Kate Simpson are in charge 

of this family-run pub and restaurant.  

Since August, the building has undergone a £70,000 refurbishment, 

which included extensive work on the mezzanine level to create a cozy 

dining area with views over the 7-acre beer garden. The bar is stacked 

with five hand pulls and up to eight lagers are available. There’s also a 

selection of 30 bottled and canned craft beers and 30 gins. 

They are in the process of installing their own microbrewery, which will be visible from the 

bar through three large windows. The first brews are expected before Christmas under the 

O’Neills Brewery name. The current range includes Barn Owl Best Bitter (4.2%) and Hay 
Stack Pale Ale (3.8%) with a darker ale set to follow. 

A well-equipped kitchen promises a range of homemade dishes from an extensive menu 

which features everything from burgers to seabass, sandwiches and light bites to Camembert 

loaded nachos. Looking to the future, they plan to feature live entertainment on Saturdays 

and hope to be able to show big sporting events. 

Barry Everitt 

Nuneaton & Bedworth Roundup 

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary 

12 Dec  Christmas Social. Lord Hop, Nuneaton. 8pm 

9 Jan  Branch Meeting, Railway Tavern, Nuneaton. 8pm 

TBA  Annual Sporting Challenge TBA 
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I t’s always a tricky time of year, Christmas – what do you buy your beer-loving friend? A 

novelty beer mug? A lamely jokey T-shirt (“wish you were beer”)? A few bottles of 

Christmas-spiced beer which will take eternal pride of place at the dusty rear of your friend’s 

cupboard? 

Well fret no more! We have the answer to all of your problems – our range of specially com-

missioned LST CAMRA gift vouchers. In a joint venture with the 

Bank of England and leading high street banks, we have 

now made these finely crafted gift vouchers available 

to the general public, and can highly recommend 

them as ideal presents for your drinking buddies. 

They are available in a variety of denominations – 

£5, £10, £20 and even £50 – and to add a special 

festive twist, they are decorated with portraits of 

Queen Elizabeth II to the front, and significant 

historical figures to the rear 

Available for no commission at all high street 

banks, the vouchers are accepted at every pub in 

the United Kingdom. This thoughtful gift elimi-

nates the Christmas-shopping blues, so get 

yours now! 

Christmas Is Coming ... 

 

The following LST branch pubs offer real ale discounts to CAMRA members. Show them your support! 

Angel, Lichfield, WS13 6LH  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/half, 20p/pint 

Angel Ale House, Atherstone, CV9 1HA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .   .  . 10p/half, 20p/pint 

Beerbohm, Lichfield, WS13 6JP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .    . 10p/pint 

Bowling Green, Lichfield, WS13 6QJ  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield, WS13 6PW  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1QD  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Crown, Four Oaks, B74 4RA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Four Oaks, Four Oaks, B74 4TR  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth, B79 7SH  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Hardwick Arms, Streetly, B74 3DX  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Holly Bush, Little Hay, WS14 0QA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1LY  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . 20p/pint 

Market Tavern, Atherstone, CV9 1ET  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Market Vaults, Tamworth, B79 7LU  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/pint 

Owl At Lichfield, Lichfield, WS14 9QH  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/half, 20p/pint 

Owl At Tamworth, Cliff, B78 2DL  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/half, 20p/pint 

Penny Black, Tamworth, B79 7AE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Phoenix, Tamworth, B79 7LJ  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Plough, Fazeley, B78 3RF  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath, B46 2EH  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/pint 

Queslett, Streetly, B74 2EY  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20p/pint 

Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth, B79 7BA  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10p/pint, 5p/half   (until 6pm only) 

Station, Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AT  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 10% off 

Whippet Inn, Lichfield, WS13 6JP  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  10p/pint 

Offering a discount in your pub, or know of one that does? 
Let us know at LST.Camra@gmail.com and we’ll mention it here 
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M A R K E T  T A V E R N  

21 Market Street, Atherstone, CV9 1ET 

Up to six hand pulls, featuring 

Warwickshire Brewing Co beers, 

plus rotating guest ales. 

20p/pint discount for CAMRA members 
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JD Wetherspoon founder Tim Martin appeared recently on 

Radio 4’s Any Questions. Part of the intro for him revealed that 

he tries to visit and assess at least ten of his pubs every week, 

and moreover that he does it incognito. Which is a thoroughly 

remarkable claim for someone who is surely one of the most 

easily recognisable faces in the whole of the British beer scene! 

Quite apart from his regular appearances in the media, you can’t 

open a copy of Wetherspoon News without his putting-the-

world-to-rights opinions occupying multiple pages. Still, there 

are ways and means of going incognito, so next time you see a baseball cap and sunglasses 

toting figure in your local JDW, look for the telltale blonde mullety hair – it could be JDW’s 

star mystery shopper! 

Meanwhile, JDW loyalists remain disappointed that for the second year running, the chain 

will not be offering traditional Christmas dinners. Which is good news for (a) the many other 

pubs who do offer trad nosh-ups and (b) those people who find the month long run-up to 

Christmas just too much. The latter group will also have been taken aback by the number of 

pubs dressing up for Halloween this year; aren’t skeletons, ghostly ghouls and endless strings 

of fake cobwebs something for pre-teens? Bit like Christmas really … 

We’ve all got used to volumes of garbage being spoken about Brexit, but one of the more 

pathetic claims was that Brexit could mean lower beer duty. This apparently is the view of 

Mike Wood, Tory MP for Dudley South. Well we’ll know by now what has happened to beer 

duty in the budget, but successive chancellors have felt free to do pretty much what they want 

with beer duty. And when faced with the inevitable calls for duty reduction, has there ever 

been a chancellor who’s been cowardly enough to say “you know what, I’d love to, but it’s 

the European Union tying my hands, honest.” 

One trade body voicing frustration with the standstill pace of Brexit trade negotiations is the 

Wine & Spirits Trade Association, who have published a position paper. At present there is 

reportedly around €2.3bn of UK to EU booze exports annually, and €2.9bn of imports com-

ing the other way, currently tariff-free and subject to free movement. Just like many other 

industries, the effect of doing this trade outside a customs union and possibly subject to WTO 

tariffs is of major concern. The negotiations which were claimed to be trivially easy during 

the run up to the referendum have proved the exact opposite! 

It might have been better had it happened on April 1st, but October saw an International 

Gin & Tonic Day. No doubt the work of another trade body, the day was marked by a discus-

sion of the top 10 gin problems. If you’re not a gin fan then problem number one is probably 

just “Gin itself.” But while most of them were innocent enough – flat tonic, the wrong glass-

ware, inappropriate garnish – a few were a bit close to the bone, such as drinking too much 

gin, or why the pub is great if you’ve ran out of gin but have drank too much to drive to the 

gin shop. Well, it’s called mother’s ruin for a reason … 

But is the gin bubble soon to burst? Data analysts CGA suggest that golden rum is the next 

big trend, set to outpace gin over the next three years. Strange that the newest fads involve 

the slippery slope of spirits; maybe beer will turn out to be the new drink of moderation? 

Beer Snippets 
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H aving last visited Warsaw in the final days of the Warsaw Pact – communism crum-

bling, the Solidarity union movement on the rise, and most Poles thin as a rake and sur-

viving on cigarettes and vodka – it felt like a repeat visit was required to see the place enjoy-

ing happier times. And happier times they are, particularly if, like us, your quest is for some 

decent local beer. We’d located about twenty interesting-sounding bars within the city limits, 

and with the help of one of the un-cancelled Ryanair flights, we arrived in mid-October. 

Our first port of call, and one which delivered so well that we 

ended up visiting every evening, was Kufle i Kapsle, right. 

As you’d expect with a place whose name means ‘mugs and 

caps’, the emphasis is entirely on beer. Sixteen mostly Polish 

beers on tap, with two on ‘pompa’ or hand pull. There are the 

usual sort of choices – bitters, pale ales, pilseners and so on – 

but over half are most definitely in the unusual category. 

Black IPA with lime? Sour ale with blueberries? Coffee wheat beer? We tried several excel-

lent beer-flavoured beers here, but one of the unusuals which stood out – big bro had two in a 

row – was the Golem Gehenna, an extra stout barrel-aged in Laphroaig whisky casks. £5 a 

pint, but for a 7.5% beer of such intriguingly smoky complexity, well worth every zloty! 

Just a little way up the street is Jabeerwocky, 

and in a spirit of keeping up with the Joneses, 

there are again sixteen taps, with a couple of 

beers on hand pump. The big difference here 

though is the beer board (sample left), showing 

just about every piece of information you need 

to know about your choices, plus each beer gets its own creative flourish from the in-house 

chalk board artist. And like most of the better bars in town, it offers a sensible range of sizes, 

with S/M/L=200/330/500 ml, particularly welcome if you want to try some of the stronger 

showstoppers. Trouble is, I’m so overwhelmed by the artwork that I inadvertently order a big 

one of the Golem Double Dybuk, a 10% porter. Well, that’s the excuse I give big bro – it’s 

his round … 

If we’re overwhelmed with information in the Jabeerwocky, it’s the polar opposite in the Piw 

Paw. There are 67 taps – fantastic! – but maybe because of this, the only information on each 

beer is a UK-sized pump clip. Which would be sort-of fine if not for the fact that they’re 

about six feet away, against the wall below the taps. We abandon our first visit – the place is 

rammed and we’d end up picking at random – and come back when the place is quieter. This 

means we can be a total pain in the arse and interrogate the bar staff. And to give them their 

due, they’re good at helping us find some choices to our taste. Four hand pulls in here; do we 

give it a go? The Yanks can’t serve cask ales to save their life; can the Poles? I dive in and 

try the hand-pulled Bazyliszek Śmietanka Warszawska and it’s splendid; a 4.0% cream stout 

in very quaffable condition. The cask conditioned ales we subsequently try show the same 

conclusion – Poles can do real ale! 

No draught at all at our next stop, the Piętro Niżej, but that is more than adequately compen-

sated for by an extensive bottled list, with two large fridges offering around one hundred 

mostly Polish beers. It’s a spacious and reasonably modern cellar bar, if just a little hard to 

Polishing Off  Some Piwa 
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find. After a good peruse, I go for the intriguing Doctor Brew Yellow 
Bourbon, a 4.9% coffee milk dark lager, and if that sounds weird then 

I’m easily out-wierded by big bro, who goes for the Birbant & Solipi-

wko Hamerica, right. This is labelled as a ham IPA, so if you thought 

black IPA was a strange enough concept, then this is the next stage. It 

has an amusing label, as well as a clever mick-take of the Cyclops 

scheme showing the level of hamminess of the beer (below right). The 

whole thing is actually a mick-take, as the label reveals it’s really a 

smoked IPA, with not even a breath of bacon. But as a smoked IPA, 

they’ve pulled it off – a good smokiness on the palate slowly morphs 

into an assertive hoppiness with a nice grapefruity finish. 

It’s well worth a wander around the Old Town district of Warsaw; 

fittingly enough, it’s a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with a grand 

13th century market place, and the maze of streets is bounded by a 

mediaeval city wall which includes a fancy barbican. But we know 

you’re not conned, we’re really here for the beer, and the highlight here is the Same Krafty, 

and its sister bar across the road, the Same Krafty Vis-a-Vis. The Same Krafty feels like a 

school canteen when we go in, as it’s full of teenagers gorging on burgers and pizzas, but 

soon enough the place is returned to the adults. Only (only!) ten taps in here, but they’re well 

chosen. The Piekarnia Patriota, a Polish APA, is an excellent start, bitter and pleasantly 

fruity. In a different league altogether is the Rockmill Coffecat, a 6.5% oatmeal coffee stout. 

It’s lovely, but really needs heating up and serving with whipped cream on top. Never mind, 

a sorbet is available in the form of Podgórz Owca na Orbicie, and I can truly say it’s the first 

time I’ve ever tried a mint witbier. Not as ghastly as it sounds either – a nice fresh spearminty 

edge but with plenty of wheaty flavour. 

Back in town, we’re mildly pleased to note that BrewDog 

Warszawa has gone out of business – didn’t hear the Brew-

Dog self-publicists bragging about that for the some reason – 

so we carry on to Artezan. It’s a modern street-corner brew-

ery tap, selling just Artezan beers. Eight choices covering a 

range of styles, including three different grades of hoppy pale ale.  The pineapple sour is 

pleasant enough – a good sharp note at the beginning which fades quickly – but hardly a hint 

of pineapple. The Calypso is more like it, a pale one in the tropical-fruits style of hoppiness. 

Dinner in the Drugie Dno is an amusing affair, with a concerned chef ap-

pearing and pleading that I have my steak medium-rare rather than medium. 

I concede, and it’s an excellent piece of beef, but still comes out as medium. 

And anyway, my mood has been lifted by the dozen nice choices on the beer 

board. The Ziemia Obiecana Brajan is an excellent New England IPA, and I 

even try a British beer in here, the Fourpure Deucebox, a citrus double IPA 

which at 8.3% is well worth the near £5 that it costs. I didn’t however try 

one of the bottles that I spotted in their fridge, right. Quite why any brewer 

would have a walking turd as a logo is beyond me. I didn’t bother to find 

out who the brewer is, and if you know, please don’t write in … 

Polishing Off  Some Piwa cont. 
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U seful though the Good Beer Guide is it’s often worth looking on the CAMRA WhatPub 
website for a more comprehensive guide to the pubs in a particular area. This is what I 

did prior to a recent visit to Stafford and put that information to good use. Stafford is a pleas-

ant market town in its own right with its pleasing mix of architecture. Of note is the Ancient 

High House from the Elizabethan period. Built in 1594, it is the largest timber-framed town 

house in England, and had royal connections. Situated on Greengate Street and containing a 

museum with free admission, it is well worth a visit if time allows. It is open from 10-4 Tues-

day to Saturday. 

I headed to the first of three non-GBG pubs I went in on 

that day. The Star & Garter is a substantial detached 

pub, right, which is a short walk from the town centre. It 

has a central island wooden bar with three distinct seating 

areas, two with wood burning stoves. Photos of old Staf-

ford and long-closed local factories adorn the walls. A 

pleasant outside drinking area and garden adjoins the pub. 

Two interesting guest beers were sampled, Bradfield 

Farmers Blonde and Beartown Bear Ass, both were in 

good nick. 

The next pub visited was the Shrewsbury Arms, left, in 

the town centre. Only re-opened last December, it is a 

detached corner pub with an impressive floral display of 

hanging baskets. It has a traditional interior with a sepa-

rate covered conservatory-style area and patio plus an 

outside drinking area. Photos of old Stafford on the walls 

include one of the JD Wetherspoon Picture House look-

ing pretty much as it does today. The Shrewsbury Arms is 

a Black Country pub with seven guest ales of note. The 

Bluestone Hammerstone IPA was fruity and resiny, a contrast to Bluestone Fossil Fuel, a 

dark and delicious coffee milk stout. This was followed  by Stratford Upon Avon Dark Star 
Porter, which had a toffee-ish maltiness with a roasty, grainy bitterness. A very well bal-

anced beer. 

The final pub in the non-GBG trilogy was No. 7 Market 

Square, a micropub with an original Dickensian frontage 

(pictured) with its gun shop signage. Due to problems with 

keeping the real ales they sold in good nick, they now only 

sell keg craft beers. This did not deter me though and the 

Smoked Porter from Beavertown hit the mark.  

The nearby Market Vaults is another corner pub with a 

dimly lit interior and central island bar with various seating 

areas throughout, including a raised settee where I chose to recline. Yet another pub with 

photos of old Stafford on the walls, there seems to be some sort of theme going on here. Sla-

ter’s Top Totty and Slater’s Autumn Red slaked my thirst. 

Feeling peckish I headed to the JDW Picture House. Film buff or not, it is worth a visit for its 

Stafford Sojourn 
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pleasing exterior with its stained glass canopy and the nostalgic interior with colourful old 

film posters and photos enhancing its appeal. The Three Castles Autumn Daze, a toffee-ish, 

grainy bitter with a dry finish was the perfect partner to an excellent, very fruity, very spicy 

Lamb Rogan Josh chosen from the Thursday Curry Club offerings. 

The Sun Inn is a Titanic pub which features throughout some interesting memorabilia from 

the ill-fated Titanic liner. Here I sampled a George Wright Blonde Moment followed by Hop 

Stuff Fusilier. A Black IPA from Revolutions brewery was also tried before heading back 

toward the rail station, calling into the Floodgate micro pub on the way. This establishment 

has four hand pulls with beers of varying styles and strength, all sold at the same price. The 

Vocation Heart & Soul was floral with a blackcurrant hoppiness. A suitable nightcap to an 

enjoyable day out was Elland Valley 1872 Porter at 6.5%. This had intense coffee and 

chocolate aromas and flavours with a warming finish. 

Eric Randall 

Stafford Sojourn cont. 

Next LST Branch Meetings; come along and say hello! 8pm start 

Mon 4th Dec, Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton, B72 1QD 

Mon 8th Jan, Market Vaults, Tamworth, B79 7LU 

Mon 5th Feb, King’s Ditch, AGM, Tamworth, B79 7AS 
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B eer purists will tell you a number of things, amongst which is that draught beer comes 

from casks not kegs. And if you can’t have draught beer, it comes from bottles not cans. 

Sound advice many decades ago, when keg beer was truly dreadful and real ale in the cask 

was a heaven-sent thing. Ditto for bottles, where canned beer represented the industrial drink 

of convenience for people who either didn’t really like the taste of beer, or whose palates 

were so blunted that the acidic, metallic edge from cans went unnoticed. 

Canning technology has moved on massively of course, particularly the ability to do it on a 

small scale so that many microbreweries are now offering up tinnies. And many are even 

knocking them out in ‘can-conditioned’ form – real ale in a can, if that isn’t too much of a 

contradiction. 

Anyway, time to cut to the chase, as the 

Scooter Tootler has brought in some cans for 

us to sample. And as they’re from the revered 

Magic Rock of Huddersfield, it would seem 

rude to turn down the opportunity. They’re a 

colourful trio of tinnies, right, and in keeping 

with the Rockers ethos, they’re all very colour-

ful in style. None of the beers claim to be can-

conditioned, which is a bit of a relief, as previ-

ous experience with cans has revealed how 

bloody difficult it can be to pour such beer cleanly when you can’t see the stealthy progress 

of the yeast towards your glass – a big advantage with bottles. 

We kick off with the 5.5% High Wire Grapefruit, a variant of their High Wire pale ale. A 

quick scan of the ingredients shows that it does indeed have grapefruit in it. A sniff suggests 

that they haven’t overdone it, with a mild grapefruit whiff among the hop-fragrance. The 

taste however is much more assertively hoppy, and the grapefruit hides behind it for several 

swallows, finally revealing itself once a bit of hop-numbness kicks in. Fabulous beer which 

really gives you a kick in the tastebuds, but would we really like to drink it by the pint? We 

agree that a shared can is probably an ideal measure. 

On the suspicion that the Salty Kiss will also be a bit of a challenge, we go for that next. This 

4.1% brew is described as a Gooseberry Göse, and another peek at the ingredients confirms 

that they have indeed gone for it: salt and gooseberries feature in this one. Göse beers – a 

Leipzig speciality – are to German beer what lambic is to Belgian beer, that is, somewhat of a 

sour shock. This one however could gently get you accustomed to the style, as it’s only 

mildly sour, a nice beer for a hot summer day. The gooseberry and salt are lightly evident but 

don’t dominate – it still feels like you’re drinking beer rather than some weird alcopop ex-

periment. 

We move on to safer ground with our final beer, the 5.4% Common Grounds, a triple coffee 

porter. They’ve apparently hit it with seven different coffee blends at three separate points in 

the brew. The encouragingly brown foam has a suitably strong pong of coffee, and this 

comes across in the rather dry flavour. For a relatively strong beer it comes across as slightly 

thin; it could have done with a bit more body and sweetness to round off the distinctive cof-

fee edges. So pleasant enough, but on the one-dimensional side. 

Doing The Can Can … Can 
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A ll too soon it’ll be 2018, and of course 

we already have next year’s Good 
Beer Guide to savour; something to read 

beside the fireside while planning your sum-

mer wanderings, or even your winter cheer? 

Of course, many people no longer bother 

with the printed guide, preferring the mobile 

app or e-book. Or as one wit put it recently, 

who wants to carry round a brick when it all 

fits on your phone? And there’s something in 

that argument, as, like the nation’s waistline, 

the Guide has ballooned in size over the years. 

Getting out some old copies of the Guide, it’s 

gone from 300g in 1978 (6,000 pubs) to 550g 

in 1998 (5,000 pubs) to 1330g for 2018 (4,500 

pubs). So in four decades it’s more than quadrupled in weight, and no longer fits comfortably 

in a jacket pocket. 

Some of this weight gain is of course down to good news; with around 1,700 breweries in the 

UK, the brewery section needs nearly 300 pages of the current volume, compared to a pif-

fling 11 pages forty years ago. And forty years ago, some of the pub entries were charmingly 

terse, with typical entries being Excellent roadside pub/Welcoming old inn/Plain working 
man’s pub. By comparison, today’s descrip-

tions (50-80 words) are positively verbose. 

Fewer pubs, more words – a good thing? In the 

late 1970s there was a certain sense of discov-

ery and excitement in travelling to somewhere 

described as simply a Welcoming old inn. In 

the present information-rich age, going some-

where can sometimes be an anti-climax; we’ll 

generally have Googled it to death before even 

deciding that it’s worthy of a visit. 

So with the lightness and convenience of elec-

tronic forms, is the paper copy of the Guide 
ultimately doomed? Kindles were supposed to 

spell the end of paper, but it hasn’t worked out 

that way. And for the avid pub goer, there’s 

something satisfying about digging out old 

copies of the Guide. Quite apart from their 

historical value when so many pubs have 

closed across the land, there’s a rosy nostalgia 

in reminding yourself of your pub visits and 

the enjoyment of seeking out and discovering 

for yourself a Welcoming old inn. 

Forty Five Years On 
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Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or dis-

counted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 33. 
 

30th Nov-3rd Dec, Old Moseley Arms Winter Beer Fest 

Old Moseley Arms, 53 Tindal Street, Balsall Heath, Birmingham, B12 9QU 

Around 15 ales. 
 

8-10th Dec, Crown Christmas Beer Festival 

The Crown, 10 Bond Street, Nuneaton, CV11 4BX 

12+ ales. From noon each day. 
 

Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge. 

Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com 

Local Festival Diary 

          Nuneaton & Bedworth Lost Pubs 

The Old Goose in Bedworth used to stand in Orchard 

Street. For its last few years it wasn’t selling real ale 

but prior to that had appeared in 11 editions of 

CAMRA’s Good Beer Guide. 

Ray Buckler  



Thank you for reading Last Orders! 

Next edition: 1st February 2018. 

 

Contact us at 
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